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Nuova Butos Ho.Re.Ca
We are a company that has its roots in the past and gets up before dawn in the morning. Not just to work, but to live up the dream it has
invested in. From employees to entrepreneurs changes not only our history, but the guarantee for the end result of your products.
In 2017, the previous company (Butos Horeca srl) was set up for auction: there was a risk of losing everything, or the possibility of rolling up
one’s sleeves and preserving the company and the jobs with their professionalism and skills. On that day, some members of the old company were ready for the change: they group together and won the company, becoming entrepreneurs.
Together with its new entrepreneurs, Nuova Butos Horeca Società Cooperativa was born from that day on. We turn this change into dedication and commitment on a daily basis. Which means quality products. adaptation to needs. willingness to meet. attention to detail and
constant growth.
Cooperative means people. And when people come first in a ‘company, every result reflects its integrity.
The Cooperative talks to people. That is why we know how to listen to your needs and offer you a personalised and safe service.
Our history is your guarantee of quality
How does our story become your guarantee?
- Ability to reinvent oneself that turns into flexibility and adaptability to the times and needs of the customer and the market
- Ability to take up challenges and turn them into opportunities: responding to change and facing it together. fundamental characteristics
for the times
we are living in and for our daily lives
- Dedication and commitment. which become a guarantee for the quality of our products.
- Sense of belonging to the company and the territory. which translates into genuineness and integrity
- Respect for the past and history. which becomes a vision of sustainable growth for the future.
- Personalisation of products with a communication that speaks about you, your company. your venue.
on a certified quality basis:

At the time it was a dream, now we can say that our dream has come true.
«And when people ask me” Why are you doing this?” Ialways get emotional and say: because it’s the right thing to do! Trusting that, one
day, those who come after us will be able to continue this, beautiful adventure, enriching it, why not, with new dreamsto be realised.»
Fabio Moretti, President Nuova Butos Horeca

Tel. 0543 746411 | in fo@butos.it | www.butos.it
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Designed for you, for the earth.
SUGAR SACHETS
100% ORGANIC

Research and development have led us to the creation of this line,
which pays even more attention to the Customer and the Earth.
A 100% recyclable or compostable wrapper - therefore sustainable in which to enclose the sugar of your choice. With the possibility of
graphically customizing the sachet, having at its base a refined and
quality material, which impacts on those who use it but not on the
earth.
Available only in rectangular format.
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SUGAR
SACHETS

Four formats, different materials. different colours and sugar of your choice: semolina, raw cane sugar,
100% Italian beet semolina, 100% Italian raw beet sugar, organic sugar.
You can choose your favourite combination and personalise the sachet: inside and out.
We are flexible enough to offer you both small and large quantities.

RECTANGULAR
SUGAR SACHETS

SQUARE
SUGAR SACHETS

SUGAR
STICK

Bag of size 11 x 1.5cm.
Choose between caster sugar or raw sugar.
Grammage from 5 grams.
Paper available in white. havana or coloured.
Possibility of personalisation with four-colour printing.

Sachet size 6.5 x 5cm.
You can choose between caster sugar or
raw sugar.
Weight 5 or 4 grams Paper available in
white, havana or coloured.
Possibility of customisation with four-colour printing.

Bagsize 5x5cm.
Choose between caster sugar or raw sugar.
Grammage from 4 grams.
Paper available in white., havana or coloured.
Possibility of personalisation with fourcolour printing.

MINI SUGAR
STICK

Bag of size 8 x 1.5cm.
Choose between caster sugar or raw sugar.
Grammage from 3.5 grams.
Paper available in white. havana or coloured.
Possibility of personalisation with four-colour printing.
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SEASONINGS
STICK

Bring to the table the quality of an extra virgin olive oil of Italian or EU origin,
the PGI balsamic vinegar of Modena or the more classic wine vinegar.
Ensure a safe, hygienic and convenient service with our single-dose stick format.

EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE
OIL
Choose between 100% Italian and organic
Extra Virgin Olive Oil, 100% Italian cold-pressed Extra Virgin Olive Oil in 10 ml size
(15x3,3cm) or Extra Virgin Olive Oil of U. E.
Origin available in 10 ml size (12x3,3cm).
Customization available upon request.

VINEGAR
BALSAMIC VINEGAR
Choose from the Balsamic vinegar
of Modena I.G.P. and organic or the white
wine vinegar.
All available in 5 ml (10x3.3cm) format.
Customization available upon request.
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SEASONINGS
AMPOULE

Bring to the table the quality of an extra virgin olive oil of Italian or EU origin, the IGP balsamic vinegar
of Modena or the more classic wine vinegar, in the new elegant ampoule format.
Make your service unique by customising all the seasonings.

EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE
OIL

Choose between Extra Virgin Olive Oil
100% Italian or EU origin in the exclusive
10ml ampoule format.
Customization available on request.

VINEGAR AND
BALSAMIC VINEGAR
Choose between (Balsamic Vinegar of Modena I.G.D. or (White Wine Vinegar of E.U.
originin the exclusive 5ml Ampoule size
(available on request also [Bone Wine Vinegar]).
Customization available upon request.
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For an even more refined and varied seasoning to satisfy all palates, choose our Maestoli line:
a selection of organic extra virgin olive oil flavoured with
hemp seeds, lemon, chilli, garlic and truffle.

FLAVORING
SEASONINGS

Extra virgin olive oil of EUorigin, flavoured
with a choice of chilli pepper, lemon, garlic,
truffle or hemp in 6ml (10x3.3cm) format.
Customisation available on request.
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CONDISTICK

Simplify your work and guarantee hygiene and safety for your customers, even at home.
Flow pack consisting of single doses of EVO oil, wine vinegar, salt and pepper.

Flowpack composed by a sachet 10 ml single-dose sachet of Extra Virgin Olive Oil of E.U.
origin 5ml white wine vinegar,
a single dose sachet of salt and one of pepper.
It is possible to modify the composition with
all our references in stick format, on request
and with a minimum order of 10000 pieces.
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YOUR
TABLE

For those who set the table every day, several times a day.
To do so in a personalised, hygienic and practical way and with quality material.
We provide individually wrapped placemats, napkin envelopes and toothpicks.
All products are fully customisable.

NAPKIN
ENVELOPES

AMERICAN
PLACEMATS

TOOTHPICKS

Format from 8x1.6 cm.
Double-ended birch wood toothpick.
Customization is possible with monochrome double-sided printing.

Size from 25x11cm.
Choose between KRAFT paper (white, havana, cream) and PAGLIA.
Inside: napkin 40x40cm. double veil with
l/8 fold.
Possibility of costomization with four-color printing.

Various formats available from 30x40
30x50, 35x40 and 35x50cm. Thickness
from 50g/m2 and 80gm2 Choose KRAT
(embossed) or PAGLIA (smooth) paper.
Possibility of customization with four-color printing.
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Oliati Plus is a special extra virgin olive oil obtained from the cold pressing of an olive grown
in the falconry of Frederick Il in Sicily.
Given the particularity of the habitat in which our olives grow and are harvested from centuries-old Cerasuolo,
Biancolilla and Nocellara del Belice olive trees, Oliati Plus contains mg 407 of total polyphenols for every kg
of product, compared to the mg 200 limit set by the D.O.P. regulations.

EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL
100 ML

practical and elegant 100 ml bottle
with anti-rabbocking cap customization available only in co-branding.

BOTTLE
500 ML

Practical and elegant 500 ml bottle
with anti-topping cap customization
available only in co-branding.
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cleansing
wipe

Take care of your customers with hygiene and freshness. Customise your cleansing wipe by choosing
from: three sizes (octagonal, medium and big), three wrappers (matt, glossy and havana)
and five different fragrances (lemon, green tea, aloe, lotus flower, geranium).
Differentiate yourself and bring your logo to the table.

SCENTED CLEANSING
WIPES
MEDIUM WIPES
Size from 7xl4cm
Choose between matt, glossy or Havana paper.
TNT wipe 18.5x19 cm available in the
following scents: lemon, green tea,
lotus flower, aloe and geranium.
Possibility of personalization with
four-color printing.

BIG WIPES
Size from 7xl4cm
Choose between matt, glossy or Havana paper.
TNT wipe 18.5x19 cm available in the following scents:
lemon. green tea. lotus flower. aloe and geranium.
Possibility of personalization with four-color printing.

OCTAGONAL WIPES
Size from 8.5x6.5 cm.
Choose between matt or glossy paper. TNT wipe w 3.3x19 cm available
in the following scents: lemon. green
tea. lotus flower. aloe and geranium.
Possibility of personalization with
four-color printing.
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SANITIZING
WIPES

Hygiene and safety at your fingertips.
Comfortable and safe. They guarantee complete hygiene of the hands and small surfaces such as
Smartphones and Tablets. It can be personalised on the outside with your logo or message of your choice
into a useful object that already communicates safety and care.
You can also find them in a handy display, perfect to put on the counter in offices, bars,
reception areas and wherever promptness and safety are needed.

SANITIZING CLEANSING
WIPES
7x14cm format.
Choice of matt or glossy paper TNT wipe
18.5x19cm with sanitizing action.
Customization available only on large
quantities.

NOTE:
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